IVU . workforce
EFFICIENCY
ON ASSIGNMENT
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FOR EFFICIENT
WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT
Because reducing costs while providing
improved quality involves more than just
working faster or better
Incentive regulations and market liberalisation are increasing the cost
pressure and quality demands on power companies and network operators.
But it is not possible to achieve cost reductions and at the same time
improve quality simply by working through each individual assignment
more quickly. Realistic planning, careful preparation of the work involved,
standardised procedures, and a review on completion can help to lower
process costs considerably. In this way the time needed to complete an
assignment can be reduced by up to forty per cent.
Increasing efficiency with IVU.workforce also means that it is no longer
necessary to painstakingly gather together all the necessary information,
but that this is available at any time, from any location, in a daily updated
version. And data are no longer written illegibly on paper, but are
registered automatically in a structured manner for easy evaluation.
Information can be presented clearly and the insights gained from this
process can form the basis for a measurable and continual improvement
of daily operations.
IVU Traffic Technologies AG has more than 35 years’ experience with the
introduction of IT systems in the fields of planning and dispatching of
external workforce assignments and the mobile supervision of field staff.
IVU.workforce is a standard product which supports all the requirements
of multi-sector suppliers or network operators: from capacity and
assignment planning, through the deployment of personnel and resources,
to the completion of assignments. The integrated mobile solution provides
an overview of all activities in real time, making it possible to react
promptly to any unforeseen situations.
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BECAUSE EVERY
CUSTOMER IS UNIQUE
IVU.WORKFORCE
IS FLEXIBLE
Efficiency already starts with the installation,
and so IVU.workforce combines tried and trusted
functionalities with adaptability, making it possible
to provide an individual solution in record time
When introducing IVU.workforce we rely on our goal-oriented procedural
model. Whether for a complex project or the lean introduction of the
standard version – the key to success lies in getting the future user
involved at an early stage.
IVU.workforce has a variety of adaptable process templates for all the
types of assignments generally encountered by power companies and
network operators. In order to ensure that these meet the c ustomer’s
individual requirements, we accompany the employees at the beginning
of every project. Through all the stages from planning to completion we
learn about the work processes involved in all types of assignments.
The processes in IVU.workforce can then be adapted to provide an exact
fit. Installing these at an early stage allows us to make an operational
version of IVU.workforce available before the final installation. The future
user is then able to test the system in real everyday operations and to
formulate additional requirements.

“With the adaptable templates of
IVU.workforce we were able to
design the mobile forms for the
60 types of assignments we have,
in only three weeks. Thanks to this
and the standardised interfaces it
was possible to introduce
IVU.workforce simultaneously with
SAP PM in less than half a year –
and it was fully integrated.”

IVU.workforce has already been successfully implemented by many
hundreds of users. This means that almost all requirements can be
realised either directly with the standard product or using existing
individual adaptations. If development work should prove necessary
for a particular application, then this can be completed rapidly and
effectively thanks to the extendable architecture of IVU.workforce and
our agile development process.

Alois Funkert
Project Manager, terranets bw
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KNOWING WHO GOES
WHERE AND WHEN
Planning and optimisation with IVU.workforce
not only saves time but also makes it possible
to respond to changes with confidence
Good planning involves more than just finding the shortest route from
A to B. It must also take into account the various requirements of the
company, its workforce and the customers. The range of influencing
factors is considerable. Deadlines agreed on with customers must
be met, assignments must be completed within a certain period, and
employment time regulations must be complied with. Differing priorities
increase the complexity further. Realistic planning also has to take
individual factors into account, such as levels of qualification of the
personnel, or their familiarity with specific areas, as well as the distance
between their home and the assignment location.
The daily demands on the dispatchers are just as challenging. Short-term
changes to appointments or cancellations are everyday occurrences,
as are unplanned urgent assignments, and employees who report in sick.
Because the deployment plans are always based on known facts, such
changes mean that continual readjustments are necessary. Thanks to
IVU.workforce this is possible at short notice and fully automatically. The
dependable algorithms of IVU.workforce allow the effective and flexible
planning and control of all resources while taking individual specifications
into account.

“Our company has been relying on
IVU.workforce for years. More
than 98 % of the assignments are
planned completely automatically
and optimally. The smooth
integration of call centre and
assignment planning makes it
possible within seconds to identify
a definite appointment involving the
lowest possible journey costs.”
Peter Schildhauer
Head of Department, Field Worker
ʻBerliner Abrechnungs- und Servicegesellschaftʼ
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SIMPLE, PRACTICAL,
ALWAYS READY
Because employees value a reliable tool
First thing in the morning, the employee can look through the
assignments planned for that day. The integrated loading list makes
it possible to check that all the necessary keys, materials and tools
are complete. This minimises loading times and helps to avoid
unsuccessful trips.
When an employee starts out for the first assignment, the integrated
navigation system shows how to reach the location while avoiding trafficjams and delays. On arrival, all the necessary data and information for
the assignment is displayed on the end device. All the data, including
details of planning documents, plant documentation, or the results of
previous assignments, are to hand or can be activated in the background
without interrupting work.
The employee is guided through the assignment by check lists displayed
on the end device. Data is entered in form templates with automatic
plausibility checks. Even complex procedures can be easily structured
in this way. Fields which are not relevant are not displayed. In addition to
text fields and selection catalogues, the fieldworker can also use practical
aids such as a barcode scanner, a camera function, and signature fields,
and there is also the option to attach documents. Performance, working
hours, and materials consumption are automatically registered in the
background on the basis of the entries made, and in individual cases
manual corrections are possible. This saves the fieldworkers a lot of time
when documenting the assignments.
“The configurability of
IVU. workforce.mobile allows us
to model all types of assignment.
Everything can be depicted, from
simple jobs requiring basic forms
with only a few fields through to
complex assignment with many
hundreds of steps. And the best
thing is that when improvements
are identified the procedures can
simply be adapted, simulated, and
immediately released for use.”
Dr Gerhard Popp
Head of Technical Business Applications
ʻStadtwerke München’
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HAVING CONFIDENCE
IN DATA
Reliable information – anywhere at any time
For fieldwork it is particularly important that up-to-date information
about the assignment is readily accessible. But gathering this information
and making it available can take a long time, particularly if it first has
to be collated from a range of different systems. IVU.workforce offers an
integrated solution which can considerably reduce the workload involved.
A priority for efficient work procedures is to avoid registering the same
information multiple times. IVU.workforce therefore fits seamlessly into
existing system landscapes. This allows direct access to the relevant
data from the existing systems. The standardised data registration on
site and the automatic transfer of the assignment documentation to the
settlement systems allow a smooth flow of data without media breaks.
All data which is registered on site can be distributed to the relevant
surrounding systems via standardised interfaces. Any changes to master
data are automatically presented to a line manager for scrutiny. Where
necessary, corrections can be made. Additional plausibility checks
for the entries further increase the data quality. Errors can already be
detected while the data is being entered.
In addition, IVU.workforce is also linked to the customer’s existing GIS
and document management systems. This means that dispatchers and
employees no longer have to switch between various systems, but can
access all the necessary data through IVU.workforce. This integration
is worthwhile in particular when the information is only needed in
certain special situations. Larger documents can be downloaded in the
background when they are needed, without having to interrupt the work.

“At NBB, IVU.workforce is
integrated in all the relevant
information systems. Whether
plant files or plan excerpts from
our GIS s ystem – all the
information is available at any time.
This saves our employees time
spent gathering the information,
and allows them to concentrate on
their real job and the network.”
Ulf Altmann
Managing Director of
‘NBB Netzgesellschaft Berlin-Brandenburg’
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IVU. 35 YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE
For more than 35 years IVU has been successfully developing solutions
for all logistical requirements – from public and goods transport to
transport logistics and the maintenance of supply networks. With
standardised software products and tailor-made IT solutions IVU
ensures that mobility and logistical processes are well organised and
run smoothly for more than 500 customers worldwide.
With the logistics solution IVU.workforce, IVU supports service-oriented
companies with all the tasks they face from planning and deployment
through the control of vehicle fleets and fieldworkers to mobile
assignment work with status and completion reports. In addition to
power companies and network operators, the logistics products of IVU
are also used by numerous companies providing disposal and winter
services, as well as building material transporters, retail chains, and
postal service providers. All the products, whether complete solutions
or individual components, are based on open standards and can be
integrated in a wide range of system environments.
But even the best technology is only as good as its developer. And
therefore the strength of IVU is due in large part to the abilities, the
knowledge, the motivation and the personalities of its employees. More
than 350 engineers at eight locations in seven countries are working
every day on the powerful software solutions of tomorrow. They advise
customers, develop strategies, optimise procedures, and implement
systems in record time.
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IVU.WORKFORCE –
AN OVERVIEW
IVU . WORKFORCE

IVU . WORKFORCE.MOBILE

Assignment registration

Assignment overview

Manual assignment registration

Filtered and sorted assignment lists, loading lists

Accepting assignments from other systems

Notes on agreed appointments and priorities

Property administration with maintenance planning
Resource planning
Capacity planning and availability planning
Time-specifiable qualifications profile
Replacement provisions
Representation of organisation structures
and responsibilities
Deployment and optimisation
Graphical deployment via an interactive Gantt diagram
Automatic journey planning and deployment
Optimum appointment finding and call centre integration

Mobile processing of unplanned assignments
Navigation
Navigation to the assignment location
(avoiding congested traffic)
Assignment processing
Adaptable workflow charts, check lists, and forms
Guided interactive assignment processing
Stored selection catalogue
Plausibility tests
Processing of signatures, barcodes, photos, etc.
Time and performance logging

Evaluated planning proposals

Mobile time logging

Allowance for appointments and time slots, trip routes,
qualifications, areas and locations, workloads, working
hours, availability, teams

Sick reports and holiday applications

Status and result reports in real time

Automatic registration of materials used and flat-rate
performance items

GIS Integration
Integrated interactive maps
Automatic geocoding of addresses

Reports to the time recoding system
Automatic background registration of performance

Audit-proof correction of performances
Location and communications

Generating planning document excepts

Assignment-related chat function

Integratable standard GIS-clients (e.g. Smallworld)

Exchange of free and pre-defined text messages

Document management

Individual and interval location

Attaching any types of document to orders

Tracking

Integration in existing document management systems

Suppression of location function during rest breaks

Transfer of documents dependent on transfer speeds
Simple downloading of documents for mobile use
Reporting

Technology
Online-/offline capable with intelligent background
synchronisation

Web-based reporting portal, report designer

Integrated update and software distribution strategy

Report and statistics templates

Supported platforms: Windows, Windows Mobile,
Android, iOS
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IVU Traffic Technologies AG
Bundesallee 88
12161 Berlin, Germany
T + 49.30.859 06 -0
F + 49.30.859 06 -111
post@ivu.de
www.ivu.de

Founded
1976

Head office
Berlin (DE)
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2000
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Aachen (DE)
Birmingham (UK)
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Santiago de Chile (CL)
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Personnel
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Dr Helmut Bergstein
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